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Abstract. Emerging computational grids consist of distributed collections of heterogeneous sequential and parallel systems and irregular applications with complex, data dependent execution behavior and time
varying resource demands. To provide adaptive input/output resource
management for these systems, we are developing PPFS II, a portable
parallel le system. PPFS II supports rule-based, closed loop and interactive control of input/output subsystems on both parallel and wide area
distributed systems.

1 Introduction
Current users of homogeneous parallel systems often complain that it is diÆcult
to achieve a high fraction of the theoretical performance peak. Distributed collections of heterogeneous systems (i.e., the computational grid), introduce new
and more complex application tuning and performance optimization problems.
Moreover, the sensitivity of performance to slight changes in application code,
together with the large number of potential application performance problems
(e.g., load balance, data locality, or input/output) and continually evolving system software, make application tuning complex and often counterintuitive.
Of the range of grid performance problems, the lack of high-performance
input/output is one of the most debilitating. Not only is the performance gap
between processors and secondary storage devices continuing to increase, the
input/output performance of parallel systems is exceedingly sensitive to slight
changes in application behavior. The time-varying availability of distributed resources and changing application demands of the computational grid exacerbates
these problems. Hence, it is extraordinarily diÆcult to choose a single set of le
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system policies that yield high performance for all applications and resource
demands.
Instead, by integrating dynamic performance instrumentation and malleable
le system policies with adaptive control systems, a exible runtime system could
automatically con gure resource management policies and parameters based on
application request patterns and observed system performance. Such a dynamic
system will allow applications and runtime libraries to adapt to changing hardware and software characteristics.
Recent experiences with exible input/output policies [11] and adaptive runtime systems [18, 7] has shown that adapting to changing resource demands and
availability can yield order of magnitude performance improvements. To provide
a exible testbed for high-performance input/output experiments, we have designed and implementation a prototype, second generation portable parallel le
system, PPFS II, that includes real-time, adaptive policy control. PPFS II is
designed to work atop either parallel systems or PC and workstation clusters.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In x2, we outline the
general design of PPFS II, followed in x3{x4 by a description of adaptive le
caching and redundant disk striping. In x5, we describe Autodriver , a toolkit for
interactive visualization of PPFS II behavior and steering of PPFS II policies.
This is followed in x6 by a discussion of new input/output arrival traÆc pattern
forecasting techniques using ARIMA time series analysis and Hidden Markov
models. Finally, x7 summarizes the current state of PPFS II and outlines directions for additional research.

2 PPFS II File System Architecture
Figure 1 illustrates the high-level components of our PPFS II prototype. Globus
[7] provides communication and system interaction within a framework for dynamic systems on distributed computational grids. Atop Globus, we have implemented a toolkit for real-time adaptive control of distributed computations.
This Autopilot toolkit provides a exible set of performance sensors, decision
procedures, and policy actuators to realize adaptive control of applications and
resource management policies.
In PPFS II, performance sensors capture real-time performance data from
distributed input/output components, decision procedures choose and con gure input/output policies, and policy actuators implement policy decisions. All
PPFS II sensors and actuators are registered with the Autopilot manager, which
serves as a central place to publish and query available PPFS II components.
The PPFS II metadata manager organizes the distributed components of
PPFS II les, noting data locations and access privileges. In turn, storage servers
provide a uniform interface to native le systems available on the systems where
they are executing. Decision server contains the fuzzy logic rule bases and control
mechanisms for closed-loop adaptive control of the PPFS II le system. Finally,
the Java-based Autodriver interface provides interactive monitoring and control.
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Using the Autopilot toolkit, PPFS II integrates real-time access pattern classi cation software [12] and a fuzzy logic decision mechanism [18] for dynamically
identifying access patterns and adaptively choosing le system policies. The fuzzy
logic infrastructure accepts access pattern classi cations and performance measures and uses a con gurable rule base to choose le policies. Currently, rule
bases for adaptive caching and striping are implemented.
Application clients access the le system via the Scalable I/O (SIO) Initiative's low-level API [4]. This API is intended as a portable interface for implementing higher level I/O libraries (e.g., MPI-IO [23]). Hence, the SIO API
includes routines that can express complex parallel input/output patterns easily
(e.g., strided accesses). It also includes a \hint" interface applications can use
to specify both quantitative (i.e., o sets and sizes) and qualitative (.i.e., sequential or random) access patterns. For portability, PPFS II also supports standard
UNIX le system calls through converters that are implemented atop the SIO
API.

3 Adaptive File Caching
As discussed earlier, PPFS II relies on the Autopilot adaptive control infrastructure to implement an adaptive le caching scheme. Figure 2 shows the components of this adaptive caching system. Below, we describe this structure in more
detail and discuss the performance bene ts of adaptive caching.

3.1 PPFS II/Autopilot Interactions
PPFS II exploits Autopilot 's suite of con gurable, lightweight sensors to capture quantitative and qualitative performance data for input/output policy decisions. To balance the communication cost of transmitting large volumes of raw
performance data against local computation overhead, Autopilot allows one to
attach data transformation functions to each sensor. These attached functions
can compute simple statistics from raw data (e.g., sliding window averages) or
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more complex transformations (e.g., computing qualitative access input/output
patterns from request streams).

In PPFS II, two Autopilot sensors inform the decision server whenever a le
is opened or closed by a remote client. Via this sensor noti cation, the decision
server can choose caching and striping policies for the le's active lifetime.
In addition, each input/output request triggers a request sensor whose attached function calculates input/output statistics (e.g., request rates and sizes)
and classi es the le access pattern in real-time. This classi cation exploits a
trained neural network to classify access patterns as uniform or variable size,
sequential or strided, and read-only, write-only, or read-update-write. Using the
output of this sensor, the decision server can change caching and striping policies
based on access pattern attributes and request rates.
The decision server controls the le system via four Autopilot actuators.
These actuators accept remote inputs and can dynamically modify le system
variables (e.g., cache size or cache block size) and to change cache management policies. Currently, the le system cache implements Least-Recently-Used
(LRU), Most-Recently-Used (MRU) and random replacement policies, all of
which can be changed during PPFS II execution. In summary, PPFS II implements a closed loop adaptive control system that dynamically tailors the le
system cache's parameters to application's request patterns and observed input/output performance.

3.2 Adaptive Caching Experiments
To assess the performance bene ts of adaptive input/output policy control, we
have tested our PPFS II prototype in a variety of hardware and software con gurations. These experiments veri ed the e ectiveness of real-time performance
monitoring and access pattern detection for policy selection and control with
both single and multiple process benchmarks.
Below, we describe the results of one set of experiments conducted on a
cluster of Linux PCs, each with three Ultra SCSI disks. To simplify explanation,
we illustrate PPFS II's closed loop behavior using the interactive Autodriver
interface, described in x5, to visualize and manipulate PPFS II behavior. In this
example, shown in Figure 3, a benchmark program writes 128 KB blocks to a
le striped over eight storage servers.
In the gure, the write response time sensor shows the application response
times in microseconds. Initially, client caching is disabled by default. After activating caching via the cache mode actuator, le writes are bu ered in the cache
until it lls.
Using the cache block size actuator shown at the bottom of Figure 3, we
increase the cache block size 512 KB. Subsequently, most of the application
writes are bu ered in the cache and written to secondary storage in groups large
enough to bene t from striping across multiple disks. This signi cantly reduces
average response time.

4 Adaptive, Redundant Disk Striping
Because disk capacities continue to rise faster than transfer rates, only input/output parallelism [19] can provide the bandwidth needed by high-performance
parallel and and distributed applications. This technique, known as disk striping,
is the fundamental idea behind striped le systems [8, 6] and disk arrays [15].
However, matching the distribution of data across storage devices to system
utilization has proven critical to obtaining high performance.
Previously, Chen and Patterson [3] and Scheuerman et al [20] concluded that
optimal striping units (i.e., the amount of continuous data written on each disk)
were strongly dependent on the degree of resource contention. Intuitively, at
low loads, aggressive striping trades throughput for reduced response times. At
higher loads, less aggressive striping sacri ces response time for higher throughput.
Building on the results of our earlier parallel input/output analysis [12, 5], our
ongoing PPFS II experiments have continued to explore the match of le striping
to access policies and system loads. To understand the e ects of le striping
parameters on PPFS II performance, we have used a suite of SIO [4] benchmarks.
As an example, Figure 4 shows the average response times of random, 128 KB
requests, when eight clients read a 1 GB le.
The gure illustrates the complex interplay of inter-request delay, number
of disks used for striping, and request size. There is more than two-fold performance di erential based on stripe width. When one includes competing access
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to multiple les, disks connected by variable latency, wide area networks, and
multiple access patterns and request sizes, the complexity of the performance
optimization problem becomes clear.
With these and other experiences, we have developed analytic queueing models of disk striping. This model considers request patterns, disk attributes, and
network characteristics to predict the response times for striped requests. For
detailed derivation and analysis of this model, see [21]. Based on this model,
we have developed a fuzzy logic rule base for adaptive disk striping. This rule
base distributes requests to multiple disks during periods of low system load to
reduce the individual request response times. At high load, the rule base reduces
the striping width to maximize system throughput.
These adaptive striping optimizations generate multiple redundant copies
of the parallel les | each optimized for certain access and system characteristics. Simply put, redundant striping trades access disk capacity for higher
input/output throughput.
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5 Interactive PPFS II Control with Autodriver
Although PPFS II is primarily intended to operate as an adaptive, closed loop
software system, it can also be steered interactively. These interactive controls
allow le system designers to understand the behavior of PPFS II policies and to
augment PPFS II software controls with user steering. Autodriver is our portable
interface for desktop and mobile interaction with Autopilot and PPFS II sensors
and actuators.
Written largely in Java to enhance portability, Autodriver queries Autopilot
managers to obtain a list of available sensors and actuators, and allows users
to select the system aspects they wish to visualize and control. Autodriver includes both textual and graphical views of connected sensors. Moreover, actuator
values can be changed through either a generic value entry panel or via views
customized for speci c actuator types.
As an example, Figure 5 shows the Autodriver user interface. The window
in the gure displays the sensors and actuators currently registered with the
Autopilot manager. As sensors and actuators are created and destroyed, this list
is automatically updated.
Selecting a sensor or actuator displays detailed information for that item in
the lower part of the window. Double-clicking on a sensor or actuator creates
a new window that shows, respectively, sensor data values or an input panel
actuator control.
As a second example, the upper window in Figure 3 shows data for a PPFS II
sensor named WriteTimeSensor. This view is a simple scrolling scatterplot of
sensor values. One can zoom closer to focus on areas of particular interest or save
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the data in a le for subsequent analysis. Finally, the lower window in Figure 3
illustrates remote actuator con guration and control.
Although Figure 3 illustrates use of Autodriver with our PPFS II le system
prototype, Autodriver is domain independent. One can connect to any sensors
and actuators registered with the Autopilot on either a local or remote system.
By continuing to extend Autodriver 's Java interface, our goal is to make PPFS
II and Autopilot sensors and actuators accessible anywhere and any time (e.g.,
via handheld devices and wireless networks).

6 New Access Pattern Classi cation Techniques
Currently, PPFS II uses arti cial neural networks (ANNs) to automatically classify le access patterns during application execution. Building on the success of
ANNs, we are exploring two complementary, more powerful approaches to access
pattern classi cation based on time series analysis and hidden Markov models
(HMMs). Each is described below.

6.1 Time Series Arrival Pattern Forecasting
To create ANNs, access pattern samples are used to train feedforward arti cial neural networks [12]. Once trained, PPFS II read/write sensors invoke the
ANN periodically for qualitative access pattern classi cation (e.g., sequential or
strided).
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As a complementary approach to ANNs, Box-Jenkins ARIMA (Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average) time series analysis [2] can be used to create
quantitative forecasts of future access patterns and trends. In particular, we
are investigating ARIMA's ability to predict the burstiness of input/output requests. Such Quantitative forecasts of input/output arrival patterns would allow
PPFS II to plan prefetching based on anticipated, rather than observed need |
prefetching too late misses the window of opportunity for overlapping computations with disk input/output [16].
ARIMA is a stochastic data analysis and modeling methodology that can
extract a wide variety of data patterns and seasonal trends, forecasting new
behavior from past observations [1, 24]. As a test of ARIMA's applicability to
input/output pattern forecasting, we have applied ARIMA to input/output trace
data from the Intel Paragon XP/S at Caltech, captured using our Pablo instrumentation toolkit [17].
The Paragon XP/S PRISM application simulates the dynamics of turbulent ow using the three-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations [9, 22]. To study
input/output request burstiness, we extracted the interarrival times of le read
requests from the PRISM traces for processor zero. The request interarrival times
for other processors exhibit similar behavior. Figure 6(a) shows the sequenced
of interarrival times.
Inspection reveals that the data is very noisy, with many outliers that obscure
the underlying data pattern.1 After ltering with an approximate conditional
mean robust lter, we obtain the data in Figure 6(b), which clearly shows two
phase transitions, one near the beginning of execution and one a second near
observation 2030. For simplicity's sake, we concentrate on the interval between
the rst and second transitions.
1

We documented the wide variability of input/output times on the Intel Paragon
XP/S in earlier studies [5].
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Fitting an ARIMA model to a time series consists of three basic steps: (a)
model identi cation, (b) parameter estimation and diagnostic checking, and (c)
forecasting. We brie y describe application of these steps to the ltered PRISM
data. Space precludes a complete description of the ARIMA process; for additional details, see [24].

Model Identi cation and Parameter Estimation The two fundamental

tools used by ARIMA to expose and identify data patterns are the autocorrelation function (ACF) and the partial autocorrelation function (PACF). ACF
measures the linear relationships between pairs of observations, whereas PACF
measures the conditional correlation by removing the e ects of intervening observations.
Figure 7 shows the estimated ACF and PACF for the ltered PRISM series.
The dotted band about zero represents a 95 percent con dence interval. In the
ACF plot, signi cant spikes extend above the dotted band, appearing at regular
intervals of ten requests. This correlation pattern indicates that the series is
seasonal/periodic with a period of size 10.
The PRISM data also has a non-seasonal pattern, shown by the single large
spike at lag one in the PACF plot, followed by a cuto to insigni cant values below the dotted band. Combining the seasonal and nonseasonal patterns gives an
ARIMA(1; 0; 0)(0; 1; 1)10 model. Additional parameter estimation yields 1 =
0:4964 for the nonseasonal part and 1 = 0:9930 for the seasonal part.
Intuitively, these seasonal and non-seasonal patterns in the PRISM data are
caused by loops and data-dependent control ow in the PRISM code. Seasonal
data accrues from nested loops, whereas data-dependent control ow creates
aperiodic behavior. The ARIMA model successfully captures both behaviors.

Model Forecasting Given an ARIMA model, it can be used to forecast request

patterns by supplying the model with real-time performance data. To validate
the forecast, we supplied the estimated ARIMA model with a shortened PRISM
series with the nal sixty input/output requests omitted.
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Figure 8 compares the forecasts for these sixty observations with the observed
PRISM values. With one exception, the predictions are quite accurate, tracking
both the seasonal and non-seasonal patterns.
Based on this encouraging match, we are working to develop on-line techniques for constructing ARIMA and other time series models. Via these on-line
models, the PPFS II decision procedures can con gure cache prefetching schemes
that anticipate input/output request bursts, retrieving the desired disk blocks
before the requests arrive.

6.2 Hidden Markov Model Access Pattern Forecasting
Recently, several groups have explored optimal caching and prefetching policies
when parallel le access patterns are fully known [10]. However, such foreknowledge is often impossible to obtain. For instance, an application's access pattern
may change across executions due to data dependencies or because di ering
system loads may change scheduling decisions for input/output tasks. Even if
the access stream is known precisely, varying network latencies and loose client
synchronization can change the ordering of requests at input/output servers. In
these and similar situations, probabilistic access models can prove useful.
To explore the utility of probabilistic models, we have developed hidden
Markov Model (HMM) access pattern classi cation techniques [14, 13]. In standard Markov models, the next labeled output state depends solely on the current
state. Thus, a typical Markov model for le systems uses a state for each disk
block, with state labels corresponding to block identi ers and transitions representing the probability that the source and destination states (blocks) are

accessed in sequence. HMMs generalize Markov models by associating a probability with each state | a new output state is chosen using the probability
distribution when the state is visited.
One can construct Markov models or HMMs from a trace of application input/output requests, either oine using an actual trace or incrementally during
application execution. Once a Markov model is built for an application's request
pattern, it can be used to control caching and prefetching decisions. For example,
by computing high probability paths through the transition graph, prefetching
algorithms can retrieve non-sequential groups of blocks that are most likely to
be accessed in the future. With ancillary data on block interreference times, one
can identify and remove from the le cache those blocks that will be referenced
the longest in the future
Building on our preliminary experiences with HMM classi cation, we are
adding HMMs to PPFS II. By enabling PPFS II to manage complex access
patterns, these algorithms will allow PPFS II to adapt to changing conditions.

7 Conclusions and Future Work
PPFS II combines advanced techniques for adaptive control of distributed, parallel le systems. Our experiments with PC and workstation clusters have shown
that automatic, rule-based adaptive control can yield signi cant performance
improvements over statically con gured input/output policies. However, these
studies also revealed that optimal disk striping parameters (i.e., the striping unit
and width) are strongly dependent on the interplay of application request rates
and hardware con gurations. Consequently, striping con gurations, like caching
and prefetching policies must be chosen with care if one is to maximize possible
performance bene ts.
To identify application input/output patterns, we continue to explore both
time series and hidden Markov model (HMM) techniques. Our preliminary studies suggest that ARIMA time series analysis can accurately forecast an application's input/output patterns. However, input/output request models are currently constructed oine. We are investigating dynamic model identi cation
methods that can adaptively derive new models using real-time performance
data. Similarly, we believe HMMs can successfully build probabilistic models
access pattern using previous executions. This generality will allow automatic
classi cation of arbitrary access patterns.
Finally, the closed loop and interactive performance steering techniques developed for PPFS II are applicable to a broader range of resource domains than
just input/output. We believe they can be pro tably applied to task scheduling
and network protocol con guration. Exploring application of adaptive techniques
to these domains is the subject of ongoing work.
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